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Abstract 

Wildfire is a common occurrence in Wisconsin, and has serious effects to the landscape 

and the lives of people in its way. Predicting future wildfire occurrence is impossible without 

first understanding and synthesizing information about the past. We’ve compiled land cover data 

from past and present, a complete fire suppression history, and actual fire statistics from the past 

150 years to create an interactive map of the history of fires in the state. This map allows the 

reader to analyze trends in fire occurrence and expansion, and to learn about firsthand accounts 

of the effects of specific fires through photos, news articles, and other supplemental information. 

How humans influence and are influenced by wildfire, the different types of damage wildfire can 

cause, and wildfire planning and response are other key discussion topics understood through our 

educational interactive map. 

 

Introduction 

When people think of wildfires, they often imagine the dry mountains of the Southwest 

US ablaze for weeks on end. For the citizens of Wisconsin, the millions of dollars in wildfire 

damage within the state over the years may come as a shock. Wisconsin has an interesting 

history of wildfires that dates back over a hundred years, including the deadliest fire in US 

history. In 1871, a fire occurred in Peshtigo, Wisconsin that killed over 1200 people, and burned 

over 1.2 million acres of forest and grassland (Garrett 2018). Fires like this can drastically 

change the land and the lives of people and their effects can last for decades.  
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Our group sought to determine the history and current state of wildfires in Wisconsin 

since statehood. We wanted to document the following: (1) How have wildfire frequencies and 

magnitudes changed over the past 150 years, and why? (2) How have wildfires affected the 

people who live near them, and how do humans influence wildfire occurrence? (3) What kind of 

environmental, social, and economic damage have wildfires caused? (4) How has the planning 

and response by federal, state and local governments changed over the past 150 years? 

We addressed these questions by utilizing multiple research techniques. We acquired 

library and research database sources relating to the overall history of wildfires in Wisconsin, 

and specific wildfires that have occurred. We have also assessed the consequences of historic 

wildfires through archival pictures, documents and firsthand accounts from people who have 

been affected by wildfires. This was done by collecting archived interviews and news clippings. 

Additionally, we included additional GIS data, historic maps, prints, and paintings pertaining to 

wildfires in the state. We then incorporated all of this data and information into an interactive 

web map. In order to create this map we needed to acquire and create data layers that 

incorporated the information above. Those that are interested in the history of wildfires in 

Wisconsin can now use this tool to explore and educate themselves on how wildfires have 

affected the state.  

Many concepts are involved in the documentation of wildfires across space. In our study 

have focused on how historical land use change has influenced fires in Wisconsin. This idea 

includes the concept of the Wildland-Urban interface (WUI) where urban populations have 

sprawled into areas of little human involvement. We look at how fire management practices have 

shifted over time, and how those changes have influenced the frequency and severity of fires.  
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Our study area includes the state of Wisconsin, particularly northern Wisconsin. We be 

analyzed Class D, E, F, and G fires, which are all fires greater than 100 acres according to the 

National Wildfire Coordinating Group. Things we uncovered about the wildfires when available 

were size, cost, lasting impact, danger areas, potential future fires, if it was human-caused or 

naturally occurring, and personal accounts of the effects of these fires.  

Literature Review 

Study Design 

Our study and data aggregation was based on methods rooted in historical geography in 

order to construct a complete, and comprehensive web application depicting the history of fire in 

Wisconsin. As described by Baker (1997), our research is built upon the sources we acquire for 

the study. He also discusses the importance of using a wide range of sources to prevent lack of 

evidence from undermining a study’s argument (Baker 1997). Although Baker’s analysis 

provides valuable information in terms of critically analyzing each source, he focuses his 

arguments towards research of a different kind of historical geography. In our reading of this 

piece, we draw importance from the mentions of overall study design, and emphasize less his 

specific writings within the field. As an influence to the design and aggregation of related data 

for a historical web application, Barker solidifies the need to acquire multi-perspective data, and 

critique each source in order to determine what best represents the history of wildfire in 

Wisconsin.  

In our analysis of historic data, maps played a key role in understanding how natural 

landscapes have been classified, and managed over time. Drawing information from Exploring 

Human Geography with Maps (Dwyer and Pearce 2009) and adapting it towards the 
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people-environment focus of our research, we critically analyzed the information depicted in 

each map. This analysis focused on both what appears in the landscape depicted, as well as what 

is left out. Maps represent not only a landscape, but the map maker’s perception and intended 

view of the landscape (Dwyer and Pearce 2009). In terms of historical conservation maps, our 

research attempted to understand the underlying factors influencing the creator’s classification 

and spatial patterning of specific entities such as fire protection areas, and fire lookout towers. 

Using the frameworks outlined above, we applied and adapted each source to adequately 

represent an entire history of fire in Wisconsin.  

Project Background 

Site Setting 

We are interested in how wildfires have affected the entire state of Wisconsin. However, 

the majority of wildfires have occurred in northern Wisconsin. Although fires are not restricted 

to the region, we are using northern Wisconsin as our main area of research due to the abundance 

of wildfires that occur there relative to the rest of the state. In similar studies, the focus area has 

centered around a specific region of the state known as the Laurentian Mixed Forest Province 

(ECS 2018). In their 2001 study Ventura and Cardille centered their analysis on a majority of 

this bio-region, aggregating data across Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Although fire data 

for the entire region has been previously collated, we focused on the data located within the state 

boundaries of Wisconsin. An important distinction made by both Cardille and Ventura (2001) as 

well as Sturtevant and Cleland (2007) is the designation of fire responsibilities within the state. 

Both studies were focused on areas of land where either the Wisconsin DNR or the US Forest 

Service hold primary fire attack responsibilities (Sturtevant and Cleland 2007). Due to the nature 
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of data collected by the appropriate state and federal agencies, a majority of studies have focused 

solely on these northern areas of the state. We also included large fire occurrences were data was 

available in the rest of Wisconsin in order to provide a holistic history of fire in the state.  

Pre-European Settlement 

A main part of our research focuses on how wildfires affect the landscapes they burn. In 

order to understand how wildfires have shaped these landscapes over the past 150 years, we first 

determined the topography, vegetation, and soil texture of these landscapes. In their paper, 

Benjamin A. Sands and Marc D. Abrams use historic data to determine vegetation and soil 

composition in forests in Northern Wisconsin (Sands and Abrams 2011). By using historical 

survey notes of the Menominee Reservation from 1852-1891, researchers determined that prior 

to European settlement, the forests in the Menominee Reservation were described as mixed 

mesic, and were composed of sugar maple, hemlock, beech, yellow birch, and basswood. The 

reservation also had extensive areas of sandy soils that supported pine and oak trees (p. 6).  

Pre-European vegetation composition was derived differently in different research we 

uncovered. Another study used tree cross sections to compile a history of wildfires in their study 

area of Northern Wisconsin (Schulte et al. 2005). In order to determine fire occurrence from tree 

rings, the trees must have been alive and must have been scarred by the fire. This means that 

most of the trees used by researchers are known to have been in the region pre-European 

settlement. Almost all of the tree stands used for determining the fire history were composed 

primarily of white pine, red pine, red oak, and other northern hardwoods, while one stand 

consisted primarily of pin oak and red pine. Recruitment in biology refers to when a organism 

joins a population, either by birth or migration. We then use the recruitment year of a tree to gain 
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insight into vegetation composition from that time. Red and white pine recruitment was 

measured to be highest from 1820 to 1850 and then again from 1880 to 1890, red oaks recruited 

highest between 1850 and 1870 and again from 1890 to 1910, and northern pin oaks were seen to 

recruit almost entirely in the early 20th century (1920-1930) (p. 6). 

Biophysical Factors 

The vegetation in northern Wisconsin has undergone great change over the past centuries. 

Sands and Abrams (2011) compared the vegetation composition of pre-European settlement to 

current vegetation composition in their research. The researchers used survey information over 

three time periods dating back 183 years. When collecting the forest samples from 2006-2007, 

the researchers determined that white pines and red maples were the most common trees in the 

overstory, and eastern hemlock and sugar maple were the most predominant species in the 

understory. According to the original U.S. General Land Offices (GLO) Public Land Survey 

(PLS) notes, the most common tree species prior to European settlement were white pine and 

hemlock. The researchers found that hemlocks were the most common tree species over the three 

periods that they collected survey information. The notes also revealed that red maple originally 

consisted of less than 1% of species in the forests, while currently red maple trees are the second 

most common species in the overstory, indicating an increase in this species since the original 

survey. The authors believe that a decrease in fires and an increase in logging attribute to this 

dramatic shift, showing how fire occurrence affects the landscape even when they are decreased 

(p. 10-12). 

Shifts in vegetation are always occurring and may change in the future. Sands and Abram 

(2011) explain that fire suppression tactics have led to a decrease in fires, and thus more trees 
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and more shade. These conditions may lead to a decrease in the abundance of white pines in the 

future due to how conditions will favor shade dominant trees (p. 12). 

Northern Wisconsin’s climate experiences minor variation with respect to climatic factors 

affecting the fire regime (Guyette et al. 2016). In their research, they explain that climate of 

northern Wisconsin is characterized as humid continental with cold winters and warm summers. 

Three of their study sites were located in northeast Wisconsin, and have a mean maximum 

temperature of 11.7 °C, an average annual temperature of 5.5 °C, and an annual precipitation of 

83 cm. Their fourth study site was located in northwest Wisconsin, and was measured to be 

slightly cooler. The northwest site has a mean maximum temperature of 10.5 °C , an average 

annual temperature of 4.9 °C, and an annual precipitation of 84 cm.  

Spatial Resolution 

Spatial resolution can play a big role in analyzing geographic data. Trends in how data is 

spatially correlated or distributed over space can differ greatly depending on the spatial 

resolution one is looking at. An example of this can be seen in the article Spatial Controls of 

Pre–Euro-American Wind and Fire Disturbance in Northern Wisconsin (USA) Forest 

Landscapes  (Schulte et al. 2005). The researchers in this article looked at spatial controls of 

wind and fire disturbance throughout Northern Wisconsin pre-European and American 

settlement. The authors used data from original Public Land Survey (PLSS) notes. These notes 

contain info on the locations and extent of stand replacing fires. The article examines interactions 

between climate, vegetation, soil, and other physiographic factors in their effects of wildfires and 

other land disturbances. It documents disturbance regimes by looking at the effects of indicator 

species, and determines to find correlation with how climate and physiographic factors affect 
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disturbances in areas that lack strong environmental patterning, or areas that lack strong variation 

generally associated with mountainous regions (p. 73). 

In order to quantify their research, the authors used Moran’s I calculations to determine 

spatial autocorrelation of fire and wind disturbance events. They then performed the calculations 

at three spatial scales: within landscape (1800–7200 km2), across landscape (15,600–19,100 

km2), and regional (75,000 km2). The researchers used these calculations to determine how scale 

affects these fire influences. The calculations can measure how an attribute value correlates with 

itself, meaning we can see if there is clumping or dispersion in how the data is spatially 

distributed. This then helped us determine how certain attributes and data affect the distributions 

of fires. The Moran’s I calculation is run against a significant test with the null hypothesis being 

that all attributes are randomly dispersed with no correlation with one another. 

It was found at all scales that wind and fire are nonrandom, meaning there are factors 

influencing the locations of these disturbances. However, autocorrelation was higher at smaller 

scales than at larger scales. This means at the local level, closer areas are more related, while at 

the regional level (smaller scale) closer areas are still correlated, but less similar than at small 

scales. When looking at factors that affect fire disturbance at the regional level (all of northern 

Wisconsin), there are almost no relationships. Stream density was the only variable that 

continued to be significant across all of the different landscapes. There was calculated to be a 

negative relationship with stream density and fire disturbance. Regional trends in fire disturbance 

were also correlated with temperatures, precipitation, and soil and vegetation types. The 

researchers ultimately found that climate and physiography affect fires at the regional scale, and 
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found that these factors produce conditions that are conducive to the spread of wildfires 

approximately every 5 years. 

In the end the researchers found relationships between fire and environment, with a 

stronger relationship at local scales, and a weaker relationship at regional scales. They also 

determined that the factors that influence wildfires are not straightforward and instead greatly 

vary depending on location, scale of interest, and environmental factors. We used this 

information in our project to make decisions on what layers to include and zoom level 

constraints on our interactive map.  

A lot can be learned about spatial patterns of fires when looking at the relative size of a 

fire. Miranda et al. (2010) chose “large” fire locations based on a Public Land Survey Section 

that has a standard size of 40 acres, and limited smaller fires to a size of at least 0.09 ha (0.22 

acres), which is the resolution of Landsat imagery that was used to estimate spatial covariate 

data. Conversely, another study used 100 acres as a “large” fire benchmark value and included 

all other fires greater than 0.4 acres in their dataset (Cardille and Ventura 2001). The 

determination of fire size was based on multiple factors but mostly depended on source data 

scale and data comparability for each individual study. In Cardille and Ventura’s paper, PLSS 

data was used to determine the origin point of each fire to within 1 sq. mile of its origin. Large 

fires were classified as greater than 100 acres because “This distinction is consistent with fire 

size classifications for each of the three states and the USDA Forest Service, and provided 

enough large fires to contrast with the set of all fires.” Considering each value utilized across 

studies, we have selected 100 acres as our large fire benchmark for GIS datasets in order to 
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match classification standards, and provide an appropriate amount of occurrences without 

saturating the user with information.  

Temporal Resolution 

Due to recent advances in geographic information systems and database technologies, a 

majority of the available data for fire occurrence has focused on the last 30 years. Many studies 

of fire in the region are based on the Lake States Fire Database (2018), constructed as part of a 

collaboration between the University of Wisconsin and the Forest Service. The database was 

produced by combining the fire database of the Forest Service with those from the respective 

state DNRs. Although the data within this database covers fires from 1985-1995, a more 

up-to-date dataset was acquired from the Wisconsin DNR that covers fire occurrence up to the 

present date.  

In terms of long-rage historical fire data, many of the studies specifically related to 

Wisconsin focused on one specific subset of the forests in the state. These studies also used a 

variety of methods in order to understand fire disturbance on a longer scale.  Guyette et al. 

(2016) examines fire-climate-human interactions over the past 350 years in Wisconsin. The 

researchers looked at fire scars on tree rings in four different locations in the 

Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest (CNNF) in Northern, Wisconsin. These fire scars can 

reveal information about locations of wildfires, frequency of wildfires, severity of wildfires, and 

the extent of wildfires. This information was then compared to known human influences in the 

area such as the fur trade, diseases, hunting, etc. The researchers found that fires varied through 

time based on the different human interactions. 
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The researchers took cross sections from 96 trees and used the fire scars to create a 

chronology of fires dating back to the 1660s (p. 4). The researchers also calculated various fire 

and drought indexes at the different test sites to determine relationships between humans, 

environmental factors, and fire occurrence/severity.  

Fire Suppression 

Sands and Abrams (2011) examine the effects of fire suppression tactics on pine and oak 

forests over the past 183 years in Wisconsin. The researchers examined basal cross sections 

dating as far back as 1822 as well as the impacts of recent fire suppression on the Menominee 

Indian Reservation in northeast Wisconsin. They determined that fire suppression along with 

logging has resulted in a shift in tree composition from northern aspen, pine, and oak to northern 

hardwood trees. 

The researchers chose the Menominee Indian Reservation as their test site for multiple 

reasons. Unlike other forested areas in Wisconsin, the Menominee Reservation has avoided 

industrial deforestation and disturbances caused by industrial logging. The area has also been 

managed for the past 160 years using sustained-yield models. These conditions have allowed for 

an abundance of old-growth trees to exist, providing a rare opportunity to study historic trees and 

their tree rings. (p. 3) 

The researchers determined that 122 fires occurred over the 183-year period of interest. 

93 (77%) of the fires occurred prior to the use of fire suppression tactics in 1935, and 29 (33%) 

were determined to occur post use of fire suppression. The fire return interval (FRI) prior to 

suppression was between 4.9 to 20.5 years, which then increased to 13 to 104 years after fire 

suppression tactics were used. These results show how fire suppression was effective in reducing 
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the amount of fires (p. 12). Fire suppression tactics can have lasting effects on the landscape and 

vegetation of a fire prone region. The reduction in fires may lead to a decrease in the abundance 

of white pine trees in the future, due to how conditions will favor shade dominant trees (p. 12). 

Wildfires can be very difficult to locate due to their unpredictable nature. One way that 

fires are discovered in Wisconsin is through the use of fixed lookout towers. A study called “An 

Economic Evaluation of Public and Organized Wildfire Detection in Wisconsin” measured the 

effectiveness of fixed lookout towers in Northern Wisconsin on wildfire detection (Steere and 

Stiel 1998). The study based success on the economic efficiency of the towers, and sought to 

figure out whether fixed lookout towers should be closed, and resources put into public detection 

of fires as well as other methods like aerial detection methods. 

Ninety-five lookout towers in our study area were evaluated based on a cost-benefit 

model that took into account value of suppression and property cost savings against the cost to 

keep the towers manned. The evaluation is made through this equation: 

BL = (Cp - CL) + (VL - Vp) (1)  

where B is the gross benefit, Cis the cost of wildfire suppression, V is the value of 

property saved, and the superscripts P and L denote public and lookout detection, respectively. 

During the study period of 1992-1995, towers were found to be an economically efficient and 

effective way of detecting fires, with only two regions of towers proving that they cost more to 

run than the amount of money saved through their reporting of fires. Results can be seen in Table 

1 below.  
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Table 1.) Cost-benefit performance of fixed lookout towers. (Steele and Stier 1998) 

This data was pitted fires that are first reported through the public. The public were found 

to have discovered almost 62% of fires during the study period, versus the lookout tower’s 

~35%. But the fires the public reported were found to be located in developed areas and at an 

early stage, versus the fires found by lookout towers, which tend to be in more remote locations  

Table 2.) Fire statistics defined by different detection methods (Steele and Stier 1998) 

with sparse populations. Keeping a diverse fire detection system is imperative for overall fire 

suppression in Wisconsin, and lookout towers are an important part of that system. 

Wildland-Urban Interface 

The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) provides insight on human-wildlife interaction 

within our study area.  This is an area where human development comes into proximity with 

fire-prone vegetation and puts these communities at a greater risk of being near a wildfire. The 

WUI is therefore significant to our interests in understanding the the planning and response of 

governments to wildfires in this region.  
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The WUI is a key concept when considering wildfires in the state of Wisconsin. The 

WUI is itself widespread throughout the United States, and the Great Lake States have been 

identified as a major WUI area, particularly in the Northern portion of this region (Radeloff 

2009). In addition, relative to the western portion of the United States, wildfires in the Great 

Lake States do not need to be as large or travel as far due to their proximity to human 

communities (Schindler, 2009).  

The WUI is the area where houses come into contact with undeveloped wildland 

vegetation (Stewart et al. 2007). This research, Defining the Wildland-Urban Interface, indicates 

the growing importance and recognition of the WUI in managing wildfire risks. They recognize 

a need to utilize information by the WUI in understanding the risk WUI communities face near 

undeveloped vegetation and federal land from wildfires. The involvement of the government at 

all levels and tensions over decision making authority in wildfire management highlight the 

significance of understanding the WUI (p. 206).  

Schindler et al. (2009) examined public opinion on fire management strategies and the 

agencies that implement them within the Great Lake States, and this is particularly significant for 

communities (public) living adjacent to national forests (private). This research indicates the 

opinions of communities who interact with wildfires, within the major WUI area of the northern 

Great Lake States. The research provides additional context for our research: that the 

human-wildlife interaction is tightly linked within this region (p. 158). In Midwestern states, at 

the Wildland-Urban Interface, greater mixes of public and private land make wildfire 

management and understanding the WUI significant. The WUI itself is expected to grow with 

the growing population of the United States (Hammer et al. 2009). However, the growth of the 
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WUI is not due to population size itself, but changes in population distribution and housing 

patterns also have large impacts (778).  

Sturtevant and Cleland (2007) examined various indicators of human population, 

development, property values and access. Census-block data was used to determine population 

density, housing density, percentage of homes occupied by owners, percentage of seasonally 

occupied homes, and median home value. They assessed access to natural areas based on both 

transportation networks as well as distance to population centers. Predictions were made for each 

of the factors and are visible in Table 3 below.  

 

Table 3.) Prediction of human factors on fire starts and large fires (Sturtevant and Cleland 2007) 

The study found that fire occurrence was heavily influenced by housing density, with 

population as a close surrogate. The study also found that road density was an important variable 

predicting fire occurrence, however they noted that there was a direct correlation between road 

density and housing density and therefore could be part of the latter, not as an individual variable 

for prediction. An interesting result of the study was that population density was negatively 

associated with large fire instances, and most human factors played less of a role in large fire 

models (Sturtevant and Cleland 2007) The information gathered from these studies should serve 
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as a good basis for the inclusion of human-related layers in our application, specifically related to 

population and housing density.  

Methods 

Data Collection 

Multiple data layers have been sourced from the Wisconsin Department of Natural 

Resources (DNR). The Wiscland 2.0 dataset will be used as the most up-to-date measure of land 

cover in the state of Wisconsin, being updated in 2016. Developed by the State Cartographer’s 

Office in partnership with the DNR, the Wiscland 2.0 data was developed through funding from 

the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service and was a complete update to Wisconsin’s land cover 

database. Wiscland 2.0 was accessed and downloaded through the DNR GIS Open Data Portal.  

The remainder of the preliminary data was downloaded through the DNR Forestry GIS 

data library as zip files and extracted into a central ESRI geodatabase for preprocessing. 

Historical point fire occurrence data was compiled by the Bureau of Forest Protection beginning 

in the year 1982. Prior to 2004, location was determined using centroids of public land survey 

system quarter-quarter section polygons. For years following 2004, latitude and longitude points 

were used for locating occurrence points.  

The following polygon layers were extracted as shapefiles and converted into 

geodatabase feature classes. Fire response units are designated by the DNR Forest Protection 

Bureau as the area and equipment for which the personnel at a ranger station are responsible. The 

area information from this dataset will be used… Forested areas of the state of Wisconsin have 

been designated as fire protection areas in an effort to divide the responsibility of fire 

suppression. Areas designated as a higher natural risk for fire are classified into the intensive and 
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extensive. Although other research excluded the remaining areas of the state due to lack of 

uniform monitoring, fire data is available for areas outside of DNR control and will be included 

in the historical visualization for the state.  

The Wisconsin Historical Society (WHS) is another great resource for primary data such 

as historic maps, archived images, and newspaper clippings. This data can be incorporated into 

our map in many ways, including scanning and georeferencing maps, incorporating before and 

after images of historic fires, and using firsthand accounts of fires in our information window. 

We plan on working directly with the Historical Society as to avoid having to pay for these 

resources.  

Our last source of data came from the Wisconsin Library databases and other research 

databases. We have extracted information regarding climate, vegetation history, fire suppression 

history, and many other topics that relate to our project from these resources. We will also use 

these online library resources to find maps, images, and tables regarding wildfire data.  

Framework 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the World Wide Web’s core markup language 

and was originally developed at CERN as a programming language for describing scientific 

documents. After multiple iterations, HTML has been released by the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) as Version 5.0. As a programming tool, HTML has the ability to allow 

author-provided code to run in the context of a document. In terms of web application 

development, we will use HTML 5.0 to construct and store the base information regarding the 

web application.  
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Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are text documents developed in a specific syntax that 

allow users to style and configure web documents. Following the outline provided by the CSS 

documentation, we paired CSS with our HTML framework and styled the final web application.  

JavaScript is a lightweight, interpreted, object oriented scripting language and is well 

known for its ability as a web development language. JavaScript is used to design the behavior of 

web pages as event occurs and runs on the client side of the web.  

We utilized JavaScript libraries for many of our mapping functions. A JavaScript library 

is a library of already written JavaScript, which can be used to make JavaScript-based 

applications easier to develop. The JavaScript library that we utilized the most is Leaflet. Leaflet 

is an open source JavaScript library for creating mobile-friendly interactive maps. Some of the 

functionalities included with leaflet include loading data (tiles, GeoJSON, kml, etc.) onto a map, 

creating interactive popups and markers, zooming in and out of an interactive map, and much 

more. Because of Leaflet’s open source nature, developers are able to create plugins for Leaflet 

that increase the libraries functionality. One example of leaflet plugin is a geolocation feature 

that allows a map user to zoom to their exact location based off of the location of the computer 

or mobile device accessing the map.  

Data Processing  

Leaflet requires certain data formats for different data types. Because of these limitations, 

we had to create image tiles for any raster (point) images used in our map. Tiling is the process 

of  subdividing an image into a grid in space, and then creating individual images of each square 

in the grid. Tiling allows for large images with lots of detail to be added to a leaflet map in a 

efficient manner, by only loading in tiles in the parts of the grid that are visible to the user. The 
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process can be done in a series of steps using the ArcGIS software and the AGBO Tiles Maker 

toolbar. The first step is to add the image into ArcMap and then set the desired projection (Web 

Mercator for leaflet) and image properties (color scheme, stretch, display settings). The next step 

is to use the Tile Maker toolbar to set an output directory, and initial zoom level and end zoom 

level. The final step is to create the tiles using the generate tiles button. Because our scale of 

interest is limited to the entire state of Wisconsin as well as parts of neighboring states up to 

individual counties in Wisconsin, we set our initial zoom level to 8 (state wide zoom level) and 

end zoom level to 10 (county wide zoom level) . Tiling allowed our leaflet map to process raster 

images faster, and it visualizes the data much better at close zoom levels.  

Leaflet’s limitations with certain data types extends past raster data. Most of our point 

and polygon layers are sourced from the Wisconsin DNR, and are downloadable as shapefiles 

(.shp). For point and polygon data, leaflet recommends GeoJSON file formats. This required us 

to convert any shapefile into GeoJSON in order to be displayed using Leaflet. These data 

conversions were done using the ArcGIS conversion tools.  

Architecture 

We included many functionalities into our interactive map. Some basic functions include 

zooming in and out of the map, resetting to the original zoom and extent, and changing the base 

map (satellite and topography). The actual map is composed of a base layer of Wisconsin 

satellite imagery or topography with point data of fires over 100 acres in Wisconsin as well as a 

polygon layer of the most influential fires in Wisconsin. When one of the point features is 

clicked a pop opens with basic information regarding the name, location, and area burned of the 
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fire. When one of the polygon layers is clicked a panel on the right side opens with supplemental 

information and images regarding each fire.  

On the left hand side of the map we have a panel that contains brief background 

information on our project and wildfires in Wisconsin. The panel also has a list of selectable 

layers that can be added to or removed from the map such as location of fire towers, pre and post 

settlement vegetation, modern land cover, county boundaries, fire regimes, and other pertinent 

data layers. The user is able to control the opacity of these selectable layers. For the selectable 

feature we allow the user to select a date range of interest, and then utilize a clickable slider 

feature to see how fire occurrence has changed between different time periods. We also include a 

download feature in the panel that allows the user to download data layers of interest within a 

time period of interest. 

Finally our web page includes an “About” and “Help” tab at the top of the page. The 

“About” tab contains information about the project goals, team members, and data sources. The 

“Help” tab includes basic guidelines on some of the more complicated functionalities of the map.  
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Results 

The following screenshots represent the different functionalities we included in our 

interactive map. Compared to the functionality displayed in our wireframe design, our interactive 

map included all of the intended capabilities.  
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Figure 1: Home screen with a pop-up modal box that welcomes users to the app. 

 

Figure 2: Opening map. This is the default map following the welcome screen. The major 

historic fires are displayed with the sidebar automatically open. A legend is visible for the 

current fire layer in the lower right hand corner, while map controls are available in the upper 

right. The basemap is selected as a streets background but can be changed to satellite imagery 

through the layer control button. Without zooming into the map, the zoom out and reset zoom 

functions are unavailable.  
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Figure 3: View after polygon selection. Main sidebar automatically closes while 

supplemental information regarding the selected fire opens within a movable pop-up window. 

Not shown - All other fire polygons are removed from the map while the additional information 

is displayed, once closed, the additional fires return to the map.  
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Figure 4: On open, the application provides three main sidebar panes. The home pane 

including layer control and a brief introduction is visible immediately while the buttons along the 

left side of the window allow for selection of the “About” and “Help” tabs. On selection, the 

above information is presented. The “About” tab includes a brief introduction to the project and 

creators while the “Help” tab covers basic functions regarding map controls and information 

about downloading data.  
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Figure 5: The first group of layers within the control panel are the “Boundary” layers. 

These layers provide general context of fire location within the state and are completely 

removable from view if desired. Included in the boundary layers section we have county 

boundaries as well as fire response units. These units are designated by the DNR and represent 

areas of control between organizations relating to wildfire. Along with the response units legend, 

this layer enables an additional tab within the sidebar displaying background information on fire 

suppression history in the state. Additionally, the layer is interactive, allowing users to view each 

units’ name, group, and response type as a popup displayed on click.  
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Figure 6: This display is activated on the selection of the Fire Response Unit layer and 

provides background information regarding the fire suppression history of Wisconsin. Each 

category of response unit is described within the text and images are included to provide better 

contextualization for the user. The tab is scrollable allowing for information to be added beyond 

the standard size of the sidebar. We designed the tabs to only allow viewing of information 

pertaining to the selected layers, this allows users to focus on the specific information each layer 

is trying to provide rather than be overloaded.  
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Figure 7: The second set of layers grouped within the control panel are related to land 

cover. The first layer is Pre-Euroamerican Settlement Vegetation and was reduced from an 

original sixteen cover classes to six dominant classes to better align with the current land cover 

classification. In this view, overlaying the land cover information is the county boundaries layer 

to illustrate the on-hover functionality of each county. Each of the land cover layers went 

through a tiling process to reduce overall file size and increase load times at the desired zoom 

levels.  
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Figure 8: Once clicked on the map, the Pre-Euroamerican settlement layer unlocks a new 

tab in the sidebar, seen above. This gives a bit of information on land cover of Wisconsin before 

white settlers reached the area. It includes a photo of Pere Marquette talking with natives as he 

explored Wisconsin (Johonnot 2017). 
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Figure 9: The second layer option in the Land Cover Layers section is the Current 

Wisconsin Land Cover. This displays the type of land cover each area represents, with each pixel 

occupying one of 8 different categories outlined in the legend below the map. This data is 

displayed in the above image while including the Famous Fires of Wisconsin layer to show how 

the user can identify which type of land cover certain fires occurred in. The opacity slider is also 

an option to dim the strength of this layer in order to view other attributes. 
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Figure 10: When the Current Wisconsin Land Cover layer is turned on, a new tab unlocks 

in the sidebar, titled Biophysical Factors Influencing Fire. This has some information on why 

land cover is important to take into account when analyzing fires, and gives a brief background 

of the land cover of the state. It also has a section on the climate of the study area, and why it can 

be a great predictor for fires of the future. The photo within this section is of the Laurentian 

Mixed Forest Province, a large portion of our study area (Western 2006) 
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Figure 11: The next section of layers actually has to deal with fire data. The first layer to 

choose from is the Fires Greater than 100 Acres layer. Once enabled, it displays these fires as 

purple points on the map that are sized based on the amount of total area they burned. The fires 

displayed are only those of a certain time period, which can be changed with the slider at the 

bottom of the sidebar. These points can be referenced with a dynamic legend located at the 

bottom right hand corner. This can allow for users to compare fire instances from different time 

periods. 
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Figure 12: The download layers option found near the bottom of the sidebar allows for 

the user to obtain the data used in the project for their own use. 

 

Discussion 

Most of the issues our group encountered when creating the interactive map occurred 

with the different sources of data we used within the web app. All of our data had to be projected 

to WGS 1984 SRID 4326 in order to be viewable on the map. This is because our javascript 

mapping library, leaflet, uses a WGS 1984 projection. This became an issue for one of our 

layers. We originally intended to include a wildlife urban interface (WUI) layer supplied by the 

Syllabus Lab at UW-Madison, but were unable to do so due to the nature of the data and file. We 

successfully added and symbolized the layer in ArcMap, but had issue with projecting the data 

into WGS 1984. We believe that the file was corrupted, or there were issues with how the data 

was originally georeferenced. Ultimately we were unable to add this layer to the map. 
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Another data issue we encountered was with our point fire layer. To create this layer we 

combined two data sources, both from the DNR to create this layer. The first came from Ben 

Garrett at the DNR who had a polygon shapefile of all fires reported to the DNR 1874 to present, 

and the other came from the DNR open portal that contained a point shapefile of every fire 

reported to the DNR 1981 to present. We then converted the polygon data to point data and 

merged the two layers together. We believe that this data is not the most reliable, and most likely 

contains some gaps in the fire chronology, due to the self-reporting nature of fires, and the fact 

that the data was sourced from two different places within the same department However, due to 

the lack of time and lack of resources we had to complete our project, we believe that this layer 

was the best chronology of fire we could come up with.  

Although we included all of the functions we intended in our interactive map, there was 

some data and information that we planned on including, but had to omit to due multiple reasons. 

We originally planned on including a fire tower layer, however we were unable to find any 

digitized layers that included fire tower information. We did find older scanned maps that 

included this information. Given more time, we would have like to digitize the fire tower map 

ourselves in order to include it into our interactive map as a point layer.  

We also did not include paleoclimate information or data layers, although we were 

recommended to do so. Given more time, we would have liked to include climate data that 

changes along with the point fire sequence controls. That way a map user could see how fire 

trends and climate relate with each other, if at all.  

As explained above, we also omitted a WUI layer due to data and file issues. Given more 

time, we would have liked to solve the issue and be able to include it onto our final map.  
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Although we were happy with the functionality of our map, we also considered what 

functions we would like to add give unlimited time and resources. The first being better user 

interface (UI) and user experience (UX) design. We would have liked to take a more user 

centered design process, but did not have the time, resources, or potential users to do that. This 

process would require multiple iterations of controlled user testing of our web app with feedback 

from the users. We could then narrow down what aspects of the map our users like and what they 

do not, and then design our map around our user.  

More specifically, we would have like to make all of our legends data driven rather than 

static images, which most of our legends are.  By data driven we mean that the legends are 

created within the javascript based on the data being displayed on the map. Also, based on some 

feedback from our presentation, we would have liked to include a check button on the left side 

panel that allows the user to hide or show the legends. We found that on small devices, our 

legends can crowd the screed and result in the map being blocked. Adding this check button will 

allow small screen users to still have full views of the map if it is being blocked.\ 

Our final thought on improvements to the functionality of the map would be to make it 

mobile and cross platform compatible. Currently the map is styled for large screens such as 

laptops and desktops. In order to make our map mobile friendly, we would probably have to 

recreate it using some sort of html framework, such as bootstrap.js. Bootstrap makes it much 

easier to style things so they appear the same across multiple platforms. Unfortunately we were 

unfamiliar with this framework prior to starting our project, so we were unable to include it in 

our final map. 
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Conclusion 

The interactive map we’ve created is a great tool for those interested in learning more 

about the history of wildfire in a state where wildfire is not normally associated. The different 

types of layers we have available to play with can be great teaching tools in recognizing patterns 

and other important characteristics about fires in Wisconsin. The ability to interact with the 

famous fires and see photos and news articles about fires gives us a glimpse of what it was like 

during those historic fires, and the background information helps to answer some of our 

questions about fires in the state and how they affected the people and the land in their way.  
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Source Code: index.html 

 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
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<html lang="en"> 
<head> 

<meta charset="utf-8"> 
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width"> 
<title>Wisconsin on Fire</title> 

 
<!--put your external stylesheet links here--> 

 
        <link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/leaflet.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/leaflet-sidebar.min.css" > 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/jquery-ui-1.10.3.custom.min.css" > 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/topcoat-desktop-light.css"> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/leaflet.modal.css"> 
<link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css" > 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style.css"> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/L.Control.ZoomMin.css" media="screen"> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="lib/Control.Opacity.css" media="screen"> 

 
 
 

<!--[if IE<9]> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style.ie.css"> 

<![endif]--> 
</head> 

 
<style> 

 
 

</style> 
 
 

<body> 
 
 

<!--you can also use this space for internal scripts or stylesheets; 
place these within <script> or <style> tags--> 

 
<!--put your external script links here--> 
<div id="container"> 

<!-- Legends --> 
<div id="ogVegLegend"></div> 
<div id="modernlegend"></div> 
<div id="fire_leg"></div> 
<div id="unit"></div> 
<div id="mapid"> </div> 

 
<!-- Sidebar --> 
<div id="sidebar" class="leaflet-sidebar collapsed"> 

<!-- Nav tabs --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-tabs"> 
<ul role="tablist"> <!-- top aligned tabs --> 

<li><a href="#home" role="tab"><i class="fa fa-bars"></i></a></li> 
<!-- <li class="disabled"><a href="#messages" role="tab"><i class="fa 

fa-envelope"></i></a></li> --> 
<li><a href="#about" role="tab"><i class="fa fa-book"></i></a></li> 
<li><a href="#help" role="tab"><i class="fa fa-question-circle"></i></a></li> 
<li id="oveg" class="disabled"><a href="#original" role="tab"><i class="fa 

fa-leaf"></i></a></li> 
<li id="bio" class="disabled"><a href="#biophysical" role="tab"><i class="fa 

fa-tree"></i></a></li> 
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<li id="suppression" class="disabled"><a href="#history" role="tab"><i 
class="fa fa-history"></i></a></li> 
 

</ul> 
</div> 

 
<!-- Tab panes --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-content"> 

 
<!-- Home pane --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="home"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
Wisconsin on Fire 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<h3> 

When people think of wildfires, they often imagine the dry mountains 
of the Southwest US ablaze for weeks on end. For the citizens of Wisconsin, the millions of dollars in wildfire damage within the 
state over the years may come as a shock. Wisconsin has an interesting history of wildfires that dates back over a hundred years, 
including the deadliest fire in US history 

</h3> 
 

<!-- Boundary layer group --> 
<fieldset id="boundSelec"> 

<legend class="checkText2"><h4>Boundary Layers</h4> </legend> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="clearBounds" name="bounds" 
   value="clearBounds"  checked="True"  /> 

<label for="clearBounds">Clear Boundaries</label> 
</div> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="cntyLayer" name="bounds" 
   value="cntyBnds" /> 

<label for="cntyLayer">Wisconsin County 
Boundaries</label> 

</div> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="responseCheck" name="bounds" 
   value="fResponse" /> 

<label for="responseCheck">Fire Response Units</label> 
</div> 

</fieldset> 
 

<!-- Land Cover layer group --> 
<fieldset id="covSelect"> 

<legend class="checkText2"><h4>Land Cover 
Layers</h4> </legend> 

<div> 
<input type="radio" id="clearCov" name="cover" 

value="clearCov"  checked="True"  /> 
<label for="clearCov">Clear Cover Layer</label> 

</div> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="ogvegCheck" name="cover" 
   value="ogVeg" /> 

<label for="ogvegCheck">Wisconsin Pre-settlement 
Vegetation</label> 

</div> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="landcovCheck" name="cover" 
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   value="landcov" /> 
<label for="landcovCheck">Current Wisconsin Land 

Cover</label> 
</div> 

</fieldset> 
 

<!-- Fire layer group --> 
<fieldset id="fireCheck"> 

<legend class="checkText2"><h4>Fire Layers</h4> 
</legend> 

<div> 
<input type="radio" id="fire100Check" name="feature" 

value="fire100" /> 
<label for="fire100Check">Fires greater than 100 acres 

(Click to see how fires have changed over time)</label> 
</div> 
<div> 

<input type="radio" id="firepolyCheck" name="feature" 
value="firepoly" checked="True"/> 

<label for="firepolyCheck">Famous fires of Wisconsin 
(1871-Present)</label> 

</div> 
</fieldset> 

 
<!--Layer controls and Download button --> 
<button id="dwn" style="width:100%"><i class="fa fa-download"></i>

Download Data</button> 
<div id = "sequenceControls"> </div> 
<div id="sliderInfo"></div> 

</div> 
 

<!-- About pane --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="about"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
About 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<p class="text">This Wisconsin Fire History Map has been put together as part 

of the Geography Capstone course at the University of Wisconsin-Madison by Alex Campbell, Jacob Clausen, Ben Segal, and 
Jack Wibben. We wanted to create an interactive representation of fire history in Wisconsin, as our state has an interesting and 
expansive history of wildfires that many people are surprised to  learn about. Many of the most important and significant fires in 
Wisconsin's recorded history can be found in our map. Some questions we wanted to address were the changes in severity of 
wildfires as time as progressed, as well as what factors influence fire occurance and size. We hope that this map can be used as an 
educational tool for those interested in learning about wildfires in the state of Wisconsin. </p> 

<img src="img/uwLogo.png" style="width: 100%"> 
</div> 

 
<!-- Help pane --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="help"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
Help 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<h2><b>Basic Functions:</b></h2> 
<p class="text"> 

<img src="img/help/layer.PNG" class="helpPics"> 
<ul> 

<li><p class="text">Use the basemap control to switch 
between a street and satellite basemap.</p></li> 
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</ul> 
<img src="img/help/zoom.PNG" class="helpPics"> 
<ul> 

<li><p class="text">Use the zoom controls to see more 
detailed layers and features.</p></li> 

</ul> 
<img src="img/help/opacity.PNG" class="helpPics"> 
<ul> 

<li><p class="text">Click on a land cover layer to activate 
the opacity control, which will pop up on the right side of the map.</p></li> 

</ul> 
<img src="img/help/mapLayers.PNG" class="helpPics" 

id="mapLayerPic"> 
<ul> 

<li><p class="text">Click on different layer 
buttons to add or remove them from the map.</p></li> 
 

</ul> 
<ul> 

<li><p class="text">Click and hover over features and 
layers for additional information.</p></li> 
 

</ul> 
</p> 
<h2><b>Downloading Data:</b></h2> 
<p class="text"> 

<ol type="1"> 
<li><p class="text">In order to download the data layers 

used on the map, first click the "Download Data" button at the bottom of the home tab.</p></li> 
<li><p class="text">Then, select the layers you want to 

download, and click the "Download" button to save them to your device.</p></li> 
</ol> 

</p> 
</div> 

 
<!-- Land Cover Supplemental Information --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="biophysical"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
Biophysical Factors Influencing Fire 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<h2> 

Modern Land Cover 
</h2> 
<p class="text"> Land cover has to do with what type of material covers the 

surface of an area. This can range from categories like forest, cropland, and water, if being general, and can be specified further 
by noting what particular type of vegetation occupies a piece of land. Knowing what type of vegetation (or lack thereof) inhabits 
an area can greatly assist the assessment of wildfire risk of an area.</p> 

<img src="img/Laurentian_photo" style="width: 100%"> 
<figcaption>Photo: www.uwgb.edu.</figcaption> 
<p class="text"> Wisconsin has many different types of land cover throughout 

the state, as can be seen in the map layer now seen overlaid onto the state. Much of the largest and most devastating fires occur in 
the northern portion of the state, in what is known as the Laurentian Mixed Forest Province. This province stretches from 
Minnesota to Michigan and right through northern Wisconsin. Largely populated by dense forest and sparse human population, 
this area is primed for wildfire, and must be watched over carefully by local forest services to minimize the risk of fire 
occurrence and expansion.</p> 

<h2> 
Climate 

</h2> 
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<p class="text">Climate measures the consistent weather patterns in a given 
area over a large period of time, and provides a general overview of the weather of a region. Climate is a very important factor 
that affects wildfires and their expansion. When compared with the climate of a region, current weather conditions can be a great 
indicator of fire danger in an area, and can be used to kick start preventative measures towards fires in susceptible areas.</p> 

<img src="img/Climate_photo.jpg" style="width: 100%"> 
<figcaption>Photo: www.worldatlas.com.</figcaption> 
<p class="text">Our area that exhibited the highest frequency of wildfires, 

Northern Wisconsin, has a relatively consistent climate throughout the region. It can be classified as humid continental, having 
warm summers and cold winters. Three different study sites in Northeast Wisconsin recorded:</p> 
 

<ul> 
<li><p class="text">Mean maximum temperatures of 11.7 

°C.</p></li> 
<li><p class="text">Average annual temperature of 5.5 °C.</p></li> 
<li><p class="text">Annual precipitation of 83 cm.</p></li> 

</ul> 
<p class="text">A fourth study site, this time in Northwest Wisconsin, was 

found to be cooler with slightly more precipitation annually:</p> 
 

<ul> 
<li><p class="text">Mean maximum temperature of 10.5 

°C.</p></li> 
<li><p class="text">Average annual temperature of 4.9 °C.</p></li> 
<li><p class="text">Annual precipitation of 84 cm.</p></li> 

</ul> 
</div> 

 
<!-- Pre-Euroamerican Settlement Supplemental Information --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="original"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
Pre-Euro-American Settlement 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<p class="text">Much of the land cover we see in Wisconsin today has not 

always been this way. Settlers of European descent arrived in Wisconsin in the 1830's, and with them came changes in land use 
and ultimately vegetation cover within the state. This relatively swift change in vegetation can drastically affect fire patterns in an 
area.</p> 

<img src="img/Pre_Euroamerican_painting.jpg" style="width: 100%"> 
<figcaption>Painting: <i>Pere Marquette and the Indians</i> by Wilhelm 

Lamprecht.</figcaption> 
<p class="text">In order to understand how wildfires have shaped these 

landscapes over the past 150 years, we must first determine what these landscapes consisted of and how they looked. 
Understanding past vegetation can help us see what types of landscapes are most susceptible to fires, as well as what is natural to 
the region.</p> 

</div> 
 

<!-- Fire Suppression History Supplemental Information --> 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-pane" id="history"> 

<h1 class="leaflet-sidebar-header"> 
Fire Suppression History 
<div class="leaflet-sidebar-close"><i class="fa 

fa-caret-left"></i></div> 
</h1> 
<p class="text">Fires are going to occur in Wisconsin, whether it’s from 

humans or natural causes. Over the course of the past 150+ years, fire suppression tactics have been employed in order to 
mitigate the damage these fires can enact upon the unfortunate land and people that are in its way. These can range from updated 
policy, to technological upgrades, and even changes in philosophy, and all have changed the approach towards fighting fires in 
the state of Wisconsin. </p> 

<p class="text">One example of this are the fire protection districts displayed 
within this layer. They were created in 1919, and are placed within one of three categories: </p> 
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<ul> 

<li><p class="text"><b>Intensive</b> forest fire response units deal 
with areas of higher forest coverage and hazardous fuel types, and are headed by the state DNR. </p></li> 

<li><p class="text"><b>Extensive</b> forest fire response units are 
in areas of slightly less risk, and the responsibilities of these areas are split between the state DNR and local fire departments. The 
cooperative level is headed by local fire departments, with the DNR stepping in when necessary. </p></li> 

<li><p class="text">The <b>cooperative</b> level is headed by 
local fire departments, with the DNR stepping in when necessary. </p></li> 

</ul> 
<img src="img/Fire_Suppression_photo.jpg" style="width: 100%"> 
<figcaption>Photo: The Finnish Air Rescue Society.</figcaption> 
<p class="text">Fire protection districts are not the first nor the last big 

changes Wisconsin has made in attempts to control wildfires. In 1905, the first forest fire control program began by appointing 
249 town fire wardens around the state. The first forest fire patrol flight occurred in 1915, ushering in the era of flight detection 
of fires in Wisconsin. The use of tractor plows as the standard for fire suppression equipment began in 1935, and drastically 
reduced the occurrence of large wildfires in the state. </p> 

<p class="text">A groundbreaking change in philosophy in the 1970s saw 
Wisconsin update their fire control policies to a new fire management approach, showing acknowledgement that some fires are 
natural and can be good for the ecosystem. Predictability of fires became much easier in 1975 with the use of the National Fire 
Danger Rating System, which helps to anticipate the intensity and spreading of wildfires. The classic lookout tower method of 
fire suppression finally got laid to rest in 2016, retiring the towers in favor of citizen reporting and an increased use of aerial 
detection. </p> 

</div> 
 

</div> 
 
 

</div> 
<div id="polyInfoSidebar"></div> 

 
<!-- Javascript References --> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/jquery-3.3.1.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/jquery-ui-1.10.3.custom.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/leaflet.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/leaflet.label.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/leaflet-sidebar.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/jszip.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/FileSaver.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/L.Control.ZoomMin.js"></script> 
<script src="lib/Leaflet.Modal.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/Control.Opacity.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/main.js"></script> 

</body> 
</html> 
 

Source Code: main.js 
//global variable established here 
var map; 
var cntyBnds; 
var protectAreas; 
var fResponseUnits; 
var firePolys; 
var firePoint; 
var currentLandCover; 
var ogVeg; 
var fires_100; 
var zoom; 
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var sidebar; 
var acres = []; 
var legendControl; 
var legCount = 0; 
var json = [{}]; 
var legend; 
var opacitySlider = new L.Control.opacitySlider(); 
//jquery to hide legends and elements and append links 
dragElement(document.getElementById(("polyInfoSidebar"))); 
$(".legend-control-container.leaflet-control").hide(); 
$("#sequenceControls").hide(); 
$("#sliderInfo").hide(); 
$("#unit").hide(); 
$("#fire_leg").hide(); 
$("#modernlegend").hide(); 
$("#ogVegLegend").hide(); 
$("#ogVegLegend").append("<img src='img/veg_legend.jpg'></img>"); 
$("#modernlegend").append("<img src='img/cover_legend.jpg'></img>"); 
$("#fire_leg").append("<img src='img/fire_leg.jpg'></img>"); 
$("#unit").append("<img src='img/response_legend.jpg'></img>"); 
 
 
//allows for poly info panel to be dragable 
function dragElement(elmnt) { 
    var pos1 = 0, 
        pos2 = 0, 
        pos3 = 0, 
        pos4 = 0; 
    if (document.getElementById(elmnt.id + "header")) { 
        /* if present, the header is where you move the DIV from:*/ 
        document.getElementById(elmnt.id + "header").onmousedown = dragMouseDown; 
    } else { 
        /* otherwise, move the DIV from anywhere inside the DIV:*/ 
        elmnt.onmousedown = dragMouseDown; 
    } 
 
    function dragMouseDown(e) { 
        e = e || window.event; 
        // get the mouse cursor position at startup: 
        pos3 = e.clientX; 
        pos4 = e.clientY; 
        document.onmouseup = closeDragElement; 
        // call a function whenever the cursor moves: 
        document.onmousemove = elementDrag; 
    } 
 
    function elementDrag(e) { 
        e = e || window.event; 
        // calculate the new cursor position: 
        pos1 = pos3 - e.clientX; 
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        pos2 = pos4 - e.clientY; 
        pos3 = e.clientX; 
        pos4 = e.clientY; 
        // set the element's new position: 
        elmnt.style.top = (elmnt.offsetTop - pos2) + "px"; 
        elmnt.style.left = (elmnt.offsetLeft - pos1) + "px"; 
    } 
 
    function closeDragElement() { 
        /* stop moving when mouse button is released:*/ 
        document.onmouseup = null; 
        document.onmousemove = null; 
    } 
} 
 
//initializes map and calls function for aquiring data 
function createMap(){ 
 
    var southWest = new L.LatLng(40.59, -104.38); 
    var northEast = new L.LatLng(48.76, -75.39); 
    var bounds = new L.LatLngBounds(southWest, northEast); 
 
    map = L.map('mapid', { 
    center: [44.74, -89.64], 
    zoom: 3, 
    minZoom: 7, 
    maxZoom: 12, 
    maxBounds: bounds, 
    zoomControl: false 
    }); 
 
    //basemap vars 
    var streets = 
L.tileLayer('https://api.tiles.mapbox.com/v4/{id}/{z}/{x}/{y}.png?access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoiYmVuc2VnYWwiLCJhIjoiY2ppa2
d3YXV6MDEzazNwcWdqanl0enlkbSJ9.5NAeMpJqphfWKI_xkABQEQ', { 
        attribution: 'Map data &copy; <a href="http://openstreetmap.org">OpenStreetMap</a> contributors, <a 
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">CC-BY-SA</a>, Imagery © <a href="http://mapbox.com">Mapbox</a>', 
        maxZoom: 18, 
        id: 'mapbox.streets', 
        accessToken: 
'pk.eyJ1IjoiYmVuc2VnYWwiLCJhIjoiY2ppa2d3YXV6MDEzazNwcWdqanl0enlkbSJ9.5NAeMpJqphfWKI_xkABQEQ' 
    }).addTo(map); 
    var satellite = 
L.tileLayer('https://api.tiles.mapbox.com/v4/{id}/{z}/{x}/{y}.png?access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoiYmVuc2VnYWwiLCJhIjoiY2ppa2
d3YXV6MDEzazNwcWdqanl0enlkbSJ9.5NAeMpJqphfWKI_xkABQEQ', { 
        attribution: 'Map data &copy; <a href="http://openstreetmap.org">OpenStreetMap</a> contributors, <a 
href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/">CC-BY-SA</a>, Imagery © <a href="http://mapbox.com">Mapbox</a>', 
        maxZoom: 18, 
        id: 'mapbox.satellite', 
        accessToken: 
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'pk.eyJ1IjoiYmVuc2VnYWwiLCJhIjoiY2ppa2d3YXV6MDEzazNwcWdqanl0enlkbSJ9.5NAeMpJqphfWKI_xkABQEQ' 
    }); 
    var baseMaps = { 
        "Satellite": satellite, 
        "Streets": streets 
    }; 
    var baseControl = L.control.layers(baseMaps).addTo(map); 
 
    //reset zoom control 
    var resetZoom = new L.Control.ZoomMin({ 
        position: 'topright' 
    }); 
    map.addControl(resetZoom); 
 
    //scale bar added 
    L.control.scale().addTo(map); 
 
    sidebar(map); 
    getData2(map); 
    getData3(map); 
    getData4(map); 
    getData5(map); 
    // getData6(map); 
    getData(map); 
    getData7(map); 
    getLandCov(map); 
    addPreVeg(map); 
    removeBoundaries(map); 
 
}; 
 
//based on radio buttons, adds land cov layer to map 
function getLandCov(map){ 
    $('input[value="landcov"]').on('change', function(){ 
        map.removeControl(opacitySlider); 
        var landchecked = document.querySelector('input[value="landcov"]'); 
        if (landchecked.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(ogVeg); 
            currentLandCover = L.tileLayer('tiles/modernland_cover/{z}/{x}/{y}.png', { 
            }).addTo(map).bringToFront(); 
            $("#modernlegend").show(); 
            map.addControl(opacitySlider); 
            opacitySlider.setOpacityLayer(currentLandCover); 
            $("#oveg").addClass("disabled"); 
            $("#bio").removeClass("disabled"); 
            $("#ogVegLegend").hide(); 
        } 
        if (!landchecked.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(currentLandCover); 
        } 
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    }) 
 
} 
 
//add sidebar to map 
function sidebar(mymap) { 
    sidebar = L.control.sidebar({ 
        autopan: true,       // whether to maintain the centered map point when opening the sidebar 
        closeButton: false,    // whether t add a close button to the panes 
        container: 'sidebar', // the DOM container or #ID of a predefined sidebar container that should be used 
        position: 'left',     // left or right 
    }).addTo(mymap); 
    sidebar.open('home'); 
} 
 
//based on radio buttons, adds point fire to map 
function pointFire (data, map) { 
    var geojsonMarkerOptions = { 
        fillColor: "#8856a7", 
        color: "#000", 
        weight: 1, 
        opacity: 1, 
        fillOpacity: 0.8 
    }; 
    for (var i = 0; i < data.features.length; i++){ 
        // console.log(data.features[i].properties.TOTAL_AC); 
    } 
 
 
 
 
    firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
        pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
 
            if(feature.properties.Date != null){ 
                if(Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)) > 1850 && Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)) < 1910){ 
                    fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                    var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                    var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                    var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                    json.push(pointFeature); 
                    zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                    acres.push(fAcres); 
                    fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                    zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                    fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                    fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                        if (zoom < 10){ 
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                            map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                        } 
                        else{ 
                            map.setView(e.latlng); 
                        } 
                    }); 
                    return fires_100 
                } 
            } 
 
        } 
    }); 
    createSequenceControls(map,data); 
    $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1874-1909'); 
 
 
    $('input[value="fire100"]').on('change', function() { 
        var cntyCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="fire100"]'); 
        if (cntyCheck.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(firePolys); 
            $("#fire_leg").hide(); 
            firePoint.addTo(map); 
            $(".legend-control-container.leaflet-control").show(); 
            $("#sequenceControls").show(); 
            $("#sliderInfo").show(); 
            createLeg(map); 
        } 
        if (!cntyCheck.checked){ 
            $(".legend-control-container.leaflet-control").hide(); 
            map.removeLayer(firePoint); 
            firePolys.addTo(map); 
            $("#fire_leg").show(); 
            $("#sequenceControls").hide(); 
            $("#sliderInfo").hide(); 
        } 
    }); 
} 
 
//adds state boundaries 
function addState (data, map){ 
    var stateOptions = { 
        weight: 2, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: .2, 
        color: '#252525', 
    } 
    var wiBounds = L.geoJson(data, stateOptions); 
    wiBounds.addTo(map); 
} 
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//removes all bounds if clear layer selected 
function removeBoundaries (map){ 
    $('input[type=radio][value="clearBounds"]').change(function() { 
        map.removeLayer(fResponseUnits); 
        $("#unit").hide(); 
        map.removeLayer(cntyBnds); 
        $("#suppression").addClass("disabled"); 
    }); 
    $('input[type=radio][value="clearCov"]').change(function() { 
        if (map.hasLayer(currentLandCover)){ 
            map.removeLayer(currentLandCover); 
            $("#modernlegend").hide(); 
        } 
        if (map.hasLayer(ogVeg)){ 
            map.removeLayer(ogVeg); 
            $("#ogVegLegend").hide(); 
        } 
        $("#bio").addClass("disabled"); 
        $("#oveg").addClass("disabled"); 
        map.removeControl(opacitySlider); 
    }); 
} 
 
//creates county feature and adds to map if button is checked 
function addCounties (data, map){ 
    var cntyOptions = { 
        weight: 1, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: 0, 
        color: '#636363', 
    } 
    cntyBnds = new L.geoJson(data, { 
        style: function(feature){ 
            return { 
                weight: 1, 
                opacity: .8, 
                fillOpacity: 0, 
                color: '#636363', 
            } 
        }, 
        onEachFeature: function(feature,layer){ 
            layer.on({ 
                mouseover:highlightCounty, 
                mouseout:resetCounty, 
            }) 
            var name = feature.properties.COUNTY_NAM; 
            layer.bindPopup(name + " County"); 
            layer.on('mouseover', function (e) { 
                this.openPopup(); 
            }); 
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            layer.on('mouseout', function (e) { 
                this.closePopup(); 
            }); 
        } 
    }); 
    $('input[type=radio][value="cntyBnds"]').change(function() { 
        map.removeLayer(fResponseUnits); 
        $("#unit").hide(); 
        var cntyCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="cntyBnds"]'); 
        if (cntyCheck.checked){ 
            cntyBnds.addTo(map); 
            if (map.hasLayer(firePoint)){ 
                firePoint.bringToFront(); 
            } 
            if (map.hasLayer(firePolys)){ 
                firePolys.bringToFront(); 
            } 
        } 
        if (!cntyCheck.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(cntyBnds); 
        } 
    }); 
} 
 
//function for highlighting feature on mouseover 
function highlightCounty (e) { 
    var layer = e.target; 
    layer.setStyle({ 
        weight: 1.5, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: .8, 
        color: '#525252', 
        fillColor: '#737373' 
    }) 
} 
 
//resets county style on mouseout 
function resetCounty (e) { 
    cntyBnds.resetStyle(e.target); 
} 
 
 
//adds pre veg tiles if button is checked 
function addPreVeg (map){ 
    ogVeg = L.tileLayer('tiles/original_veg/{z}/{x}/{y}.png', {}); 
    $('input[value="ogVeg"]').on('change', function() { 
        var ogVegCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="ogVeg"]'); 
        if (ogVegCheck.checked){ 
            if (map.hasLayer(currentLandCover)){ 
                map.removeLayer(currentLandCover); 
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            } 
            ogVeg.addTo(map).bringToFront(); 
            map.addControl(opacitySlider); 
            opacitySlider.setOpacityLayer(ogVeg); 
            $("#bio").addClass("disabled") 
            $("#oveg").removeClass("disabled"); 
            $("#modernlegend").hide(); 
            $("#ogVegLegend").show(); 
        } 
        if (!ogVegCheck.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(ogVeg); 
            $("#oveg").addClass("disabled"); 
            $("#ogVegLegend").hide(); 
        } 
    }); 
} 
 
//adds response layer if button is checked 
function fireResponse (data, map){ 
    var responseOptions = { 
        weight: 1, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: 0, 
        color: '#636363', 
    } 
    fResponseUnits = new L.geoJson(data, { 
        style: function (feature) { 
            if (feature.properties.PROT_TYPE == 'EXTENSIVE'){ 
                return{ 
                    weight: 1, 
                    opacity: .8, 
                    fillOpacity: .3, 
                    color: '#636363', 
                    fillColor: '#fdc086', 
                } 
            } 
            if (feature.properties.PROT_TYPE == 'INTENSIVE'){ 
                return{ 
                    weight: 1, 
                    opacity: .8, 
                    fillOpacity: .3, 
                    color: '#636363', 
                    fillColor: '#beaed4', 
                } 
            } 
            if (feature.properties.PROT_TYPE == 'COOP'){ 
                return{ 
                    weight: 1, 
                    opacity: .8, 
                    fillOpacity: .3, 
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                    color: '#636363', 
                    fillColor: '#7fc97f', 
                } 
            } 
 
        }, 
        onEachFeature: function(feature,layer){ 
            layer.on({ 
                mouseover:highlightFeature, 
                mouseout:resetResponseStyle, 
            }) 
            var name = feature.properties.FRU_NAME; 
            var group = feature.properties.DIS_GROUP; 
            var type = feature.properties.PROT_TYPE; 
            layer.bindPopup("<b>Name: </b>" + feature.properties.FRU_NAME + "<br><b>Group: </b>" + 
feature.properties.DIS_GROUP + "<br><b>Type: </b>" + feature.properties.PROT_TYPE); 
        } 
 
    }); 
    $('input[value="fResponse"]').on('change', function() { 
        map.removeLayer(cntyBnds); 
        var responseCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="fResponse"]'); 
        if (responseCheck.checked){ 
            fResponseUnits.addTo(map); 
            $("#unit").show(); 
            $("#suppression").removeClass("disabled"); 
            fResponseUnits.bringToFront(); 
            if (map.hasLayer(firePolys)){ 
                firePolys.bringToFront(); 
            } 
            if (map.hasLayer(firePoint)){ 
                firePoint.bringToFront(); 
            } 
        } 
        if (!responseCheck.checked){ 
            map.removeLayer(fResponseUnits); 
            $("#unit").hide(); 
        } 
    }); 
} 
 
//reset response layer on mouse out 
function resetResponseStyle (e) { 
    var layer = e.target; 
    fResponseUnits.resetStyle(e.target); 
} 
 
//fire polys added if button checked 
function addFirePolys(data, map) { 
    var firepolyOptions = { 
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        weight: 1.5, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: .8, 
        fillColor: '#de2d26', 
        color: '#99000d', 
    } 
    firePolys = new L.geoJson(data, { 
        style: function(feature){ 
            return { 
                weight: 1.5, 
                opacity: .8, 
                fillOpacity: .8, 
                fillColor: '#de2d26', 
                color: '#99000d', 
            } 
        }, 
        onEachFeature: function(feature,layer){ 
            layer.on({ 
                mouseover:highlightFeature, 
                mouseout:resetStyle, 
                click: zoomToFeat 
            }) 
            layer.on({ 
                click: panelInfo, 
            }) 
        } 
    }); 
    firePolys.addTo(map); 
    $("#fire_leg").show(); 
    $('input[value="firepoly"]').on('change', function() { 
        var cntyCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="firepoly"]'); 
        if (cntyCheck.checked){ 
            firePolys.addTo(map); 
            $("#fire_leg").show(); 
            firePoint.bringToFront(); 
            if(map.hasLayer(firePoint)){ 
                map.removeLayer(firePoint); 
            } 
            $(".legend-control-container.leaflet-control").hide(); 
            $("#sequenceControls").hide(); 
            $("#sliderInfo").hide(); 
            // map.addControl(opacitySlider); 
            // opacitySlider.setOpacityLayer(firePolys); 
        } 
        if (!cntyCheck.checked){ 
            $(".legend-control-container.leaflet-control").show(); 
            $("#sequenceControls").show(); 
            $("#sliderInfo").show(); 
            map.removeLayer(firePolys); 
            $("#fire_leg").hide(); 
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            map.removeControl(opacitySlider); 
            firePoint.addTo(map); 
        } 
    }); 
} 
 
//adds info to poly info panel based on feature that is clicked 
function panelInfo (e) { 
    var layer = e.target; 
    var name = layer.feature.properties.NAME 
    var p1 = layer.feature.properties.blurb1 
    var p2 = layer.feature.properties.blurb2 
    var img1 = layer.feature.properties.pic1 
    var img2 = layer.feature.properties.pic2 
    if (p2 != "" && img2 != "") { 
        $("#polyInfoSidebar").html ( 
                '<div class="sidebar-container"><span style="font-size: 15px;font-weight: bold;">' + name 
                 + '</span><a href="#" id="closepannel"><i class="fa fa-times closep" style=""></i></a>' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p1 + '</p><img src="img/' + img1 + '" style="width: 100%">' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p2 + '</p><img src="img/' + img2 + '" style="width: 100%"></div>' 
        ) 
    } 
    if (img1 == "" && img2 == "") { 
        $("#polyInfoSidebar").html ( 
                '<div class="sidebar-container"><span style="font-size: 15px;font-weight: bold;">' + name 
                 + '</span><a href="#" id="closepannel"><i class="fa fa-times closep" style=""></i></a>' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p1 + '</p>' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p2 + '</p></div>' 
        ) 
    } 
    if (img1 != "" && img2 == "") { 
        $("#polyInfoSidebar").html ( 
                '<div class="sidebar-container"><span style="font-size: 15px;font-weight: bold;">' + name 
                 + '</span><a href="#" id="closepannel"><i class="fa fa-times closep" style=""></i></a>' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p1 + '</p><img src="img/' + img1 + '" style="width: 100%">' 
                 + '<p class="text">' + p2 + '</p></div>' 
        ) 
    } 
    $("#polyInfoSidebar").toggle(); 
    if($("#polyInfoSidebar").is(":hidden")) { 
        firePolys.addTo(map); 
    }; 
    console.log(layer); 
    sidebar.close(); 
    $("#closepannel").on('click', function(e) { 
        $("#polyInfoSidebar").hide(); 
        firePolys.addTo(map); 
        firePoint.bringToFront(); 
        sidebar.open('home'); 
    }); 
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} 
 
//highlight features on mouseover 
function highlightFeature (e) { 
    var layer = e.target; 
    layer.setStyle({ 
        weight: 1.5, 
        opacity: .8, 
        fillOpacity: .8, 
        color: '#525252', 
        fillColor: '#737373' 
    }) 
} 
 
//reset style  
function resetStyle (e) { 
    var layer = e.target; 
    firePolys.resetStyle(e.target); 
} 
 
//zoom to feat on click 
function zoomToFeat(e){ 
    map.removeLayer(firePolys); 
    e.target.addTo(map); 
    map.fitBounds(e.target.getBounds()); 
    $("#plyInfo").show(); 
 
} 
 
//create legend control if points added to map 
function createLeg (map) { 
    legendControl = L.Control.extend({ 
        options: { 
            position: 'bottomright' 
        }, 
 
        onAdd: function (map) { 
            var container = L.DomUtil.create('div', 'legend-control-container'); 
 
            $(container).append('<div id="pointLegend"</div>'); 
            var svg = '<svg id="attribute-legend" width="320px" height="200" >'; 
            var circles = { 
                min: 20, 
                mean: 40, 
                max: 60 
 
            } 
 
            for (var circle in circles) { 
                svg += '<circle class="legend-circle" id="' + circle + '" fill="#8856a7" fill-opacity="0.8" stroke="black" cx="150"/>'; 
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                if (circle == 'min' || circle =='max'){ 
                    svg += '<text id="' + circle + '-text" x="193" y="' + (circles[circle]+11) + '"></text>'; 
                } 
 
            } 
            svg += '<text id="title-text" x="193" y="' + (circles[circle]+11) + '">Fire Size (Acres)</text>'; 
            svg += "</svg>"; 
            $(container).append(svg); 
            return container; 
        } 
 
    }); 
    legend = new legendControl(); 
 
    if (legCount == 0){ 
        map.addControl(legend); 
    } 
 
 
    legCount+=1; 
 
    updateLeg(map); 
 
} 
 
//update legend based on data added to map 
function updateLeg (map) { 
    var min = 10000, 
        max = -1000; 
 
    for (var i =0; i<acres.length; i++) { 
        var attribute = acres[i]; 
        if (attribute < min){ 
            min = attribute; 
        } 
        if (attribute > max){ 
            max = attribute; 
        } 
    } 
 
 
    var mean = (max + min) / 2; 
 
 
    var circleValues = { 
        max: min, 
        mean: mean, 
        min: max 
    } 
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    for (var key in circleValues){ 
        var radius = calcRadius(circleValues[key]); 
        var radiusText = calcRadius(circleValues['min']); 
        $('#'+key).attr({ 
            cy: (80-radius)+120, 
            r: radius 
        }); 
        //add legend text 
        if (key == 'min' ){ 
            $('#'+key+'-text').text(Math.round(circleValues[key])); 
            $('#'+key+'-text').attr({ 
                x:193 + (radiusText)/2, 
                y: ((80-radius)+120)-(radius*.7), 
            }) 
            $('#'+key+'-text').css("font-weight","Bold"); 
        } 
        if (key =='max'){ 
            $('#'+key+'-text').text(Math.round(circleValues[key])); 
            $('#'+key+'-text').attr({ 
                x:193 + (radiusText)/2, 
                y: ((80-radius)+120), 
            }) 
            $('#'+key+'-text').css("font-weight","Bold"); 
        } 
 
    } 
    $("#title-text").css("font-weight","Bold"); 
    $("#title-text").attr({ 
        x: 95, 
        y: ((80-radius)+110)-(radiusText), 
    }) 
 
} 
 
function createSequenceControls (map, data){ 
    $('#sequenceControls').append('<button class="skip" id="reverse" </button>'); 
    $('#sequenceControls').append('<input class="range-slider" type="range">'); 
 
     //set slider attributes 
    $('.range-slider').attr({ 
        max: 8, 
        min: 0, 
        value: 0, 
        step: 1 
    }); 
 
    //appends button to div 
    $('#sequenceControls').append('<button class="skip" id="forward" </button>'); 
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    //appends icons to buttons 
    $('#reverse').html('<i class="fa fa-caret-left"></i>'); 
    $('#forward').html('<i class="fa fa-caret-right"></i>'); 
    $('.skip').click(function(){ 
        //get the old index value 
        var index = $('.range-slider').val(); 
 
        //increment or decrement depending on button clicked 
        if ($(this).attr('id') == 'forward'){ 
            index++; 
            //if past the last attribute, wrap around to first attribute 
            index = index > (8) ? 0 : index; 
        } else if ($(this).attr('id') == 'reverse'){ 
            index--; 
            //if past the first attribute, wrap around to last attribute 
            index = index < 0 ? (8) : index; 
        }; 
        //update slider 
        $('.range-slider').val(index); 
 
        map.eachLayer(function (layer) { 
            if(layer.feature && layer.feature.geometry){ 
                if(layer.feature.geometry.type == "Point"){ 
                    map.removeLayer(layer); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
 
        var geojsonMarkerOptions = { 
            fillColor: "#8856a7", 
            color: "#000", 
            weight: 1, 
            opacity: 1, 
            fillOpacity: 0.8 
        }; 
 
        acres=[]; 
 
        //display points that fall into date range depending on which index the slider is on (using forward/back buttons) 
        if(index==0){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1850 && fireDate < 1910){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
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                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1874-1909'); 
        } 
        if(index==1){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate >= 1910 && fireDate < 1940){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
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                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1910-1939'); 
        } 
        if(index==2){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate >= 1940 && fireDate < 1960){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1940-1959'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==3){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1960 && fireDate < 1969){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
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                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1960-1969'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==4){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1970 && fireDate < 1979){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
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                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1970-1979'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==5){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1980 && fireDate < 1989){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1980-1989'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==6){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1990 && fireDate < 1999){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
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                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1990-1999'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==7){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 2000 && fireDate < 2009){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
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                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 2000-2009'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==8){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 2010 && fireDate < 2020){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 2010-2020'); 
        } 
    }); 
    // input listener for slider 
    $('.range-slider').on('input', function(){ 
        //Step 6: get the new index value 
        var index = $(this).val(); 
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        //get the old index value 
        var index = $('.range-slider').val(); 
 
        //increment or decrement depending on button clicked 
        if ($(this).attr('id') == 'forward'){ 
            index++; 
            //if past the last attribute, wrap around to first attribute 
            index = index > (9) ? 0 : index; 
        } else if ($(this).attr('id') == 'reverse'){ 
            index--; 
            //if past the first attribute, wrap around to last attribute 
            index = index < 0 ? (9) : index; 
 
        }; 
 
        //update slider 
        $('.range-slider').val(index); 
 
        map.eachLayer(function (layer) { 
            if(layer.feature && layer.feature.geometry){ 
                if(layer.feature.geometry.type == "Point"){ 
                    map.removeLayer(layer); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
 
        var geojsonMarkerOptions = { 
            fillColor: "#8856a7", 
            color: "#000", 
            weight: 1, 
            opacity: 1, 
            fillOpacity: 0.8 
        }; 
 
        acres=[]; 
 
        //display points that fall into date range depending on which index the slider is on (if slider marker is moved) 
        if(index==0){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1850 && fireDate < 1910){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
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                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1874-1909'); 
        } 
        if(index==1){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate >= 1910 && fireDate < 1940){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
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                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1910-1939'); 
        } 
        if(index==2){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate >= 1940 && fireDate < 1960){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1940-1959'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==3){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1960 && fireDate < 1969){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
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                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1960-1969'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==4){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1970 && fireDate < 1979){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
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                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1970-1979'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==5){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1980 && fireDate < 1989){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1980-1989'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==6){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 1990 && fireDate < 1999){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
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                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 1990-1999'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==7){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 2000 && fireDate < 2009){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
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                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 2000-2009'); 
 
        } 
        if(index==8){ 
            firePoint = L.geoJson(data, { 
                pointToLayer: function(feature, latlng){ 
                    if (feature.properties.Date != null) { 
                        var fireDate = Number(feature.properties.Date.substring(0,4)); 
                        if(fireDate > 2010 && fireDate < 2020){ 
                            fires_100 = L.circleMarker(latlng, geojsonMarkerOptions) 
                            var fAcres = feature.properties.ACRES; 
                            var fDate = feature.properties.Date; 
                            var pointFeature = feature.properties 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
                            acres.push(fAcres); 
                            fires_100.setRadius(Math.pow(fAcres, .4)/2); 
                            zoom = map.getZoom(); 
 
                            fires_100.bindPopup("<b>Date of fire: </b>" + fDate + "<br><b>Total area burned: </b>" + fAcres + " acres"); 
 
                            fires_100.on('click', function(e){ 
                                if (zoom < 10){ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng, 9); 
                                } 
                                else{ 
                                    map.setView(e.latlng); 
                                } 
                            }); 
                            return fires_100 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }).addTo(map); 
            updateLeg(map); 
            $('#sliderInfo').html('Fires Greater than 100 acres 2010-2020'); 
        } 
 
    }); 
 
} 
 
 
//calc radius for circle markers and circle legend 
function calcRadius (attribute){ 
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    var radius = Math.pow(attribute, .4)/2; 
    return radius; 
} 
 
//ajax calls to read geojson data 
function getData(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/fires_final.geojson", { 
        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            pointFire(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
 
function getData2(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/statebounds500.geojson", { 
        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            addState(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
 
function getData3(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/county_bounds.geojson", { 
        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            addCounties(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
function getData4(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/og_veg_poly.geojson", { 
        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            addPreVeg(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
function getData5(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/fire_response.geojson", { 
        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            fireResponse(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
 
function getData7(map){ 
    $.ajax("data/fires_with_info.geojson", { 
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        dataType: "json", 
        success: function(response){ 
            addFirePolys(response, map); 
        } 
    }) 
} 
 
//download modal info populated, download layers if button is checked 
$("#dwn").on('click', function(e){ 
    map.fire('modal', { 
      content: '<div id="download" class="modal"><div class="modal-header"><h1>Download Layers</h1><fieldset 
id="fireCheck"><legend class="checkText2"><h4>Select layers for download: </h4> </legend><div><input type="checkbox" 
id="wibndsCheck" class="downCheck" name="feature"value="wiBnds" /><label for="wibndsCheck">Wisconsin County 
Boundaries (GeoJSON)</label></div><div><input type="checkbox" id="responseDownload" class="downCheck" 
name="feature"value="response" /><label for="responseDownload">Fire Response Units 
(GeoJSON)</label></div><div><input type="checkbox" id="vegDownload" class="downCheck" name="feature"value="veg" 
/><label for="vegDownload">Wisconsin Pre-settlement Vegetation (GeoJSON)</label></div><div><input type="checkbox" 
id="coverDownload" class="downCheck" name="feature"value="cover" /><label for="coverDownload">Current Wisconsin 
Land Cover (TIF)</label></div><div><input type="checkbox" id="pointDownload" class="downCheck" 
name="feature"value="pointDownload" /><label for="pointDownload">Fires Greater than 100 acres 
(GeoJSON)</label></div><div><input type="checkbox" id="polyDownload" class="downCheck" name="feature"value="poly" 
/><label for="polyDownload">Famous Fires (GeoJSON)</label></div></fieldset><button 
id="dwnload">Download</button></div></div>' 
    }); 
    $("#dwnload").on('click',function(e){ 
        $("#allCheck").click(function(){ 
            $("#wibndsCheck").attr('checked', 'checked'); 
        }); 
        var cntyCheck = document.querySelector('input[value="wiBnds"]'); 
        if (cntyCheck.checked){ 
            saveAs('data/county_bounds.geojson', 'WI_bnds.json'); 
        } 
        var response = document.querySelector('input[value="response"]'); 
        if(response.checked){ 
            saveAs('data/fire_response.geojson', 'fire_response.geojson'); 
        } 
        var veg = document.querySelector('input[value="veg"]'); 
        if(veg.checked){ 
            saveAs('data/og_veg_poly.geojson', 'presettlement_veg.geojson'); 
        } 
        var cover = document.querySelector('input[value="cover"]'); 
        if(cover.checked){ 
            saveAs('data/wiscland2_level1.tif', 'current_land_cover.tif'); 
        } 
        var points = document.querySelector('input[value="pointDownload"]'); 
        if(points.checked){ 
            saveAs('data/fires_final.geojson', 'fires_100_acres.geojson'); 
        } 
        var poly = document.querySelector('input[value="poly"]'); 
        if(poly.checked){ 
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            saveAs('data/fires_with_info.geojson', 'famous_fires.geojson'); 
        } 
    }); 
  }); 
 
//call create map function when page is loaded 
$(document).ready(createMap); 
 
//modal when web page loads 
$(window).on('load', function(){ 
    map.fire('modal', { 
      content: '<div id="start" class="modal""><div class="modal-header"><h1 style="text-align: center">Wisconsin on 
Fire</h1><h2 style="text-align: center">An exploratory history of wildfire in Wisconsin</h2></div></div>' 
    }); 
}); 
 
 

Source Code: style.css 

#container{ 
    width: 100%; 
    height: 100%; 
} 
#mapid { 
    height: calc(100%); 
    width: 100%; 
    position: absolute ; 
} 
 
.leaflet-right .leaflet-control { 
    margin-right: 20px; 
} 
 
.text { 
    font-size: 15px; 
} 
 
.leaflet-sidebar-tabs>ul>li.disabled { 
    color: #eff1f100; 
} 
 
#dwn { 
    top: 20px; 
    position: relative; 
} 
 
#polyInfoSidebar{ 
    height: 440px; 
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    display: none; 
    top:100px; 
    width: 325px; 
    right: 60px; 
    left:auto; 
    box-shadow: 0px 1px 10px 1px #757373; 
    background-color: #ccc; 
    position: absolute; 
    overflow: auto; 
    z-index: 10000000; 
} 
 
.sidebar-container { 
    background-color: #ccc; 
    padding: 5px; 
    color: #800000; 
    font-family: 'Roboto' !important; 
} 
.sidebar-header { 
    font-size: 32px; 
    padding-top: 20px; 
    text-transform: capitalize; 
    overflow: hidden; 
    font-weight: 300; 
    overflow: hidden; 
    white-space: nowrap; 
} 
.sidebar-subheader { 
    font-size: 24px; 
    color: #888888; 
 
} 
#closepannel{float:right;} 
 
.opacity_slider_control.ui-slider.ui-slider-vertical.ui-widget.ui-widget-content.ui-corner-all.leaflet-control { 
    margin-right: 35px; 
} 
 
.leaflet-control-zoom.leaflet-bar.leaflet-control { 
    margin-right: 26px; 
} 
 
.legend-control-container.leaflet-control { 
    bottom:0px; 
} 
 
#sequenceControls { 
    padding-top: 10px; 
    margin-left: 90px; 
    margin-top: 20px; 
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} 
#sliderInfo { 
    padding-top: 10px; 
    margin-left: 67px; 
} 
.skip { 
    margin-bottom: 3px; 
    position:relative; 
    padding: 2px 7px; 
    font-size: 20px; 
} 
 
#ogVegLegend, #modernlegend { 
    position:absolute; 
    z-index: 1000; 
    bottom: 25px; 
    margin-left: 50%; 
} 
#fire_leg { 
    position:absolute; 
    z-index: 1000; 
    bottom: 25px; 
    margin-left: 87%; 
} 
#unit { 
    position:absolute; 
    z-index: 1000; 
    bottom: 25px; 
    margin-left: 30%; 
} 
#mapLayerPic{ 
    position: relative; 
    margin-left: 20%; 
} 
 
.helpPics { 
    position: relative; 
    margin-left: 45%; 
} 
.leaflet-control-scale.leaflet-control { 
    margin-bottom: 10px; 
} 
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